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About This Game

The world was all but destroyed after the walking sickness wrought havoc on mankind. You managed to stave off the worst of
the outbreak by quarantining yourself and are now on a mission to purge those infected by the disease. Do you have what it

takes to overcome the zombie horde, or will you, too, succumb to it and take solace in the sweet release of death?

You have your choice of game play:

Survive as long as you can against the zombie horde

Neutralize the zombie threat by purging them all

Test your skill by defeating wave-after-wave of increasingly deadly zombies

Choose your area as well - will you engage zombies in the big city, an arid wasteland, or the remains of a mysterious industrial
building? The decision is yours, but each environment brings its own danger with it so pick wisely.

Your weapons will be your best friend and your only chance of survival. Take out zombies using your trusty 1911 or shotgun, or
amp it up with automatic weapons and your rocket launcher. Don't get too trigger happy, the last thing you'll want to do is run

out of ammo...unless you know how to cheat the system.

Aside from solid, fun game play, you can also read the e-book! When not immersing yourself in live-action zombie killing,
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transport yourself into a world filled with danger as you follow a group of college kids through their own waking nightmare. The
book is distributed along with the game.
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Title: Powerless
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Moonlight Studios
Publisher:
Moonlight Studios
Release Date: 19 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1.2 GHZ or Equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB DX11 compliant

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Very buggy and short. Hitboxes make no sense, you have to be right on top of someone to hit them. The game crashed on me
twice in the 10 minutes I played. Saw the whole game in about 5 minutes. The basic gameplay idea is good but even if it was
free I wouldn't bother with this unfinnished game without some serious improvements.. Lander 8009 is Awesome! I Feel like
I'm Iron Man on Vacation...it Plays Smooth!, Controls Work Really Well, and The Game is Actually Pretty Fun! They Did a
Great Job on this one and Yes, I Recommend you Try it... you'll be glad that you did.... Not an intuitive and not an easy game.
(This is book 1, book 2 the sequel is also available)
Not for children.
Had to use hint buttons often. But if you like to rack your brains, this is for you!
You play the role of a Priest/Inquisitor (a little to evil for a man of God) that is ordered to go to a little town to investigate the
disappearance of the last priest that was sent there.
There is something fishy about this mission so you do your own investigation before hand and what you discover shocks you.
I"ll stop there and let you experience this for your self.
I recommend this game.. If u want a trash game then this is the game for u. Snowglobe is a title made by a developer with a lot
of promise. If it really was made primarily by one person as it seems, then it's a credit to their talent and resourcefulness.

There are occasional interaction issues, and changing some puzzle cues could have smoothed out unnecessary confusion at a few
points. Neither of those problems took me out of the world or stopped me wanting to discover what was behind the next door.

Keep it up!. In contrast to my other reviews, I'll try to keep this one short. I'm getting a refund, and here's why:

This game is not complete. Not only content wise (description here is highly misleading), there are rendering bugs, weird gameflow
issues, weird design decisions and probably a bonus memory leak.
I know the game's just ~2 USD (and trust me, it shows!), but since space games are my favorite theme, it really saddens me to see
the wasted potential here. A month of two of polishing would've made wonders for this project.
It feels like an Alpha at most. I'd probably be way more accepting if it was Early Access, and wouldn't go for the refund.

PROS:
- Very neat concept, hunting ships and mining for new parts, then building your own ship.
- Ships and drones work as intended after built. Decent customization allowing for faster\/agile ships, versus bigger and tankier
ones. Drone focused, missile focused or laser focused. Balanced builds. Etc.

CONS:
- Weird UI, Weird control scheme. Constructing the ship is more annoying than it should, with a very small grid without a zoom
feature.
- Graphical and sound assets are bad. I usually don't mind this, but when I see a robot-human drawn in paint it kind of
hurts.
- Terrible writing, with insane amount of typos and weird content. "These are spiritual beings that possess trees for mobility"
is probably one of the most intriguing things I've ever read.
- Rendering, UI and AI issues.
- Very dumb or silly AI.

Hopefully we see more updates from the devs. It seems they finished the hardest\/worst part (technical issues, procgen,
sandbox world, ship building, faction, quests and other systems), and didn't care for the rest..or polishing the finished
systems.
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WIth a dozen other similar games either released or in Early Access at the moment, Inevitability sits in a very rough spot..
Pretty crap game. Really easy to just cheese the entire game for achivements thanks to what seems like a lack of playtesting.
Badly-Drawn fanservice in the background. Meh soundtrack.

I only reccomend this if it's on sale, you like achivements, and wanna kill about an hour of time.
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Simple fun.. I've played this game quite a lot in the past before it was released to Steam. By no means was I good, especially
since the game has a rather large learning curve. This learning curve comes from the fact that various joints must be
manipulated to get results, but casual players (especially friends) will often find hilarity due to the manipulation of their
characters sometimes in rather awkward positions. Multiplayer games are rather fast-paced compared to singleplayer sessions
due to the timer which limits the time players can think before it runs out. Otherwise, various mods come with the game which
adds plenty of PvP options (arena type, weapons, body sensitivity, etc.), or solo challenges (parkour, skateboarding, sports, etc.).

In terms of play by more seasoned\/veteran players (not including myself), other players can find interest in the rather
complicated techniques used to simulate real fights or complete parkour maps.

Overall, this game takes a long time to fully understand since the tutorial does not completely cover everything, but once players
get past this, they'll find many challenges to overcome.. Well, after the Godus debacle, at least this is a god game and not a
money grabbing scheme.

Let's put it this way: this game is where Godus whould have started. It's has interesting elements, at the cross between Populous
and Settlers.

The BIG probleme is the interface and balancing. the interface is really clumsy (no zoom... seriously???) and not great to work
on. On balancing, it takes ages to destroy the core of an enemy... I mean you can wait for 30 min just waiting for your guys that
have no opposition to just try to destroy the core and not do anything else...

There is some potential but at this stage not enough.

GRanted it is better than Godus. Granted, what is not?. Adorable! I really enjoy the VNs by this author and this artist, they’re
both amazing. It was super cute, full of delicious food and cute scenes. There’s also a good amount of endings (6), and it’s really
worth even on full price (if you have some sparing money… Otherwise, wait for a good sale).

Art style, BG, BGM, characters, and story were great. The food was also so good, haha. This artist surely knows how to draw a
delicious looking meal!

10/10. ♥. The game, just isn't fun, the models aren't the best, and it gets soooooo dark!!! Plus even if you get past a bit, its
almost impossible to survive after the "avenge your father mission". The traveling is dull too. The boss is tiring to defeat, having
900 health and two other normal wolves. Plus after theres almost not water, or food!. More people should be playing this fast
and fun game.. I like the flight system in the game.
But it is a PvE only... hope that PvP coming soon!
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